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31.01.2016

02.-06.02.2016

03.-07.02.2016

03.02.2016

05.-07.02.2016

05.02.2016

Language / Targeted
Audience

Summary of the
Disinformation

Link to the
Disinformation

Disinforming
outlet(s)

Disproof

Reported by

In fact, the Ambassador said
that Ukraine should not follow
Russia's example with e.g.
StopFake.org
establishing a troll factory, or
generating "alternative" stories:
http://bit.ly/1oe8GmG

RUS, UKR

The American Ambassador to
Ukraine criticised the
Ukrainian government's policy http://bit.ly/1KjAcJK
of the information war with
Russia.

ukraina.ru

ENG

Hunter Biden has acquired
equity securities of a company
in Ukraine which his father,
http://bit.ly/1QwaSwP //
Vice-President of USA Joe
http://bit.ly/1LkMah3
Biden, called the most corrupt
in the world.

The information that Biden
called Ukraine “the most corrupt
globalresearch.ca //
country in the world” appeared Promote Ukraine NGO
russia-insider.com
in 2015, and it was a fake:
http://bit.ly/1mwzf5e

SVK, CZE

Last Week's Trend: Edward
Snowden says that America
http://bit.ly/20Vhdg4 //
infects Russians with
http://bit.ly/1TkCaMJ //
biological weapons. More than
http://bit.ly/244Eew8
80 per cent of Russian food is
contaminated.

biosferaklub.info //
The alleged report is not to be
czechfreepress.cz // found anywhere else. No
prvopodstata.com
evidence given.

RUS

Interview with Leonid
Reshetnikov, head of Russian
Institute for Strategic Studies
(body founded by the Russian
President): USA organized
http://bit.ly/243Tw41
World War II. // Ukraine is an
artificial country. // People
from the West, particularly
France and Italy, ask Russia
to save them.

aif.ru

No evidence given. // Ukraine is
Pavel Spirin, former
a sovereign country. // No
journalist
evidence given.

CZE

Last Week's Trend: WHO
organizes biological attack on http://bit.ly/1R3PfGH //
http://bit.ly/1mC9HUv //
Ukraine through a doctored
compulsory polio vaccination http://bit.ly/1TkCris
for 5 million children.

OrgoNet at
Blogspot.cz //
svetkolemnas.info //
czechfreepress.cz

No evidence given. Majority of
the population is vaccinated
against this disease already:
http://bit.ly/1QgrePQ

European values ThinkTank

CZE

The migration wave has been
prepared in advance and is
directed by influential USbased NGO The Council on
http://bit.ly/1KimN4P
Foreign Relations (CFR). CFR
has many puppet politicians in
Europe who act in accordance
with CFR plans.

aeronet.cz

Repeating older disinformation
with no supporting evidence.

European Values ThinkTank

European values ThinkTank
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06.02.2016

06.02.2016

06.02.2016

RUS, UKR

Taras Shevchenko monument http://bit.ly/1TcG7Sd and Lenta.ru and others
was demolished in Tokmak,
others (See the Disproof (See the Disproof
Zaporizhzhia region.
column)
column)

The monument will just be
moved: http://bit.ly/1SLymnV

RUS

Polish President wants
Ukrainian lands returned to
Poland.

Sergey Markov @
http://on.fb.me/1O6BORX
Facebook

Igor Solovey, journalist,
Repeating an already debunked expert of "Агентство
disinformation.
международных
исследований" (АМИ)

RUS, UKR

Kyiv nazis are robbing
peaceful citizens - photo as a
prove.

http://bit.ly/1VeXmS0

novorosinform.org

In fact, the picture depicts a
Russian soldier looting in
Chechnya in 1995:
http://bit.ly/1LoDWoa

Repeating older disinformation
with no suporting evidence.
"Analyst" David Icke is a former
European Values Thinkfotball player who claims that a
Tank
secret group of reptilian
humanoids control humanity:
http://bit.ly/1XrbZTA

StopFake.org

StopFake.org

ENG, CZE

The migration wave is part of
preparations for the New
World Order, says analyst
David Icke.

http://bit.ly/1PwnA0E //
http://bit.ly/1U0tt9M //
http://bit.ly/1Tgy2vW

infowars.com //
nwoo.org // ac24.cz

CZE

The alleged attacks of antiimmigrant rally participants
were staged by Czech police.
The whole act was supposed
to serve some hidden political
agenda.

http://bit.ly/1VdyY3l //
http://bit.ly/1PwstXA //
http://bit.ly/1SOjWDv //
http://bit.ly/1mAfHwW //
http://bit.ly/1TgAEKc //
http://bit.ly/1TgAFOc

ac24.cz //
svetkolemnas.info //
protiproud.cz //
No evidence given.
aeronet.cz //
svobodnenoviny.eu
// nwoo.org

07.02.2016

RUS

This Week's Trend: In Syria,
the USA tries to initiate a huge
http://bit.ly/1PxrVAN
scale military conflict with
Russia.

Voskresnyi vecher s No evidence given. The USA is
Pavel Spirin, former
Vladimirom
acting in broader international
journalist
Solovyovym, 23:55 coalition.

07.02.2016

RUS

Decisions in Ukraine are taken
by people who are chosen in http://bit.ly/1PxrVAN
the USA.

Voskresnyi vecher s
Repeating older disinformation
Vladimirom
with no supporting evidence.
Solovyovym, 1:00:17

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

07.02.2016

RUS

Minister of Economy of
Ukraine Abromavicius
resigned because he wanted http://bit.ly/1PxrVAN
to steal for himself and not for
the others.

Voskresnyi vecher s No evidence given. See Mr.
Vladimirom
Abromavicius's statement:
Solovyovym, 1:01:22 http://bit.ly/1Vjieri

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

07.02.2016

RUS

Ukraine has become Ukraine
only because it was a part of
the Soviet and Russian
project.

Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
No evidence given.
Solovyovym, 1:38:50

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

07.-10.02.2016

07.-11.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1PxrVAN

European Values ThinkTank
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07.02.2016

RUS

This Week's Trend: The BBC
show about a hypothetical
Russian invasion into the
Baltics and its nuclear attack
http://bit.ly/1KjiYfH
on the British navy violates the
military-political ethics in
relations between Russia and
the West.

07.02.2016

RUS

UK and France have
eliminated Libya and
populated it with terrorists.

http://bit.ly/1KjiYfH

Vesti nedeli s
Dmitriem
Kiselyovym, 09:50

No evidence given.

07.02.2016

RUS

The UK and the US supported
http://bit.ly/1KjiYfH
the coup in Ukraine.

Vesti nedeli s
Dmitriem
Kiselyovym, 10:18

Repeating an already debunked Pavel Spirin, former
disinformation.
journalist

RUS

Ban Ki-Moon has become part
of the campaign to discredit
Russia's role in Syria. Russia's
http://bit.ly/212TrLv
actions in the region are
directed exclusively against
terrorists.

Mariya Zakharova,
Russian MFA

The fact that Russia bombs
Pavel Spirin, former
also civilian targets in Syria has
journalist
been proved many times.

RUS

This Week's Trend: The
West is preparing its
populations for a nuclear war
with Russia.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 02:38

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

RUS

This Week's Trend:
Europeans deny Russians the
http://bit.ly/1ThgSOx
right to be different and to
have different values.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 06:37

This is not about denying
Russian people, but about
criticism of concrete actions of
Russian governement, e.g.
annexation of Ukrainian
territory, pro-Kremlin
disinformation campaign, and
military intervention in Syria.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

RUS

Russia was forced to annex
Crimea to save hundreds of
thousands of lives of ethnic
Russians.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 26:15

Repeating an already debunked Pavel Spirin, former
disinformation.
journalist

RUS, UKR

This Week's Trend: Turks are
delivering military equipment
http://bit.ly/1R3Om0Z
to Ukraine, they want to arm
Crimean Tatar batallions and
ISIS fighters.

novoross.info

No evidence given. The owners
of the Turkish ship that was
allegedly delivering the
StopFake.org
equipment denied the
information: http://bit.ly/1KkcdtS

08.02.2016

08.02.2016

08.02.2016

08.02.2016

08.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1ThgSOx

http://bit.ly/1ThgSOx

Vesti nedeli s
Dmitriem
Kiselyovym, 08:10

The BBC programme presented
a hypothetical scenario that
does not violate any ethics. // It
was Dmitry Kiselyov himself on Pavel Spirin, former
the very same show who
journalist
announced that Russia can turn
USA into a pile of radioactive
ash.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist
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The rally was covered not only
on the day it happened, but also
securitymagazin.cz
European Values Thinkduring other days:
// czechfreepress.cz
Tank
http://bit.ly/1oB9Kl2 //
http://bit.ly/1PwpO0e

CZE

Czech TV manipulates /
misrepresents facts about anti- http://bit.ly/20wskX5 //
migrant rally, didn't cover it
http://bit.ly/1Qf63xq
enough.

ENG, RUS, HUN

Sputnik // Kiállunk
In fact, Pope Francis asks Putin
Oroszország mellett - to protect Christians in the
This Week's Trend: Pope
Support Vladimir
Middle East (meaning in the
Political Capital Institute
Francis sees Putin as the only http://bit.ly/213bAJ7 //
Putin (at Hungarian Syrian intervention):
http://on.fb.me/1mBjkmk
// StopFake.org
man to defend Christians
http://bit.ly/1o6hGu0 // more
Facebook) // and
around the world.
others (see the
links to disinformation stories:
Disproof article)
http://bit.ly/1U1O517

09.02.2016

RUS, UKR

ISIS fighters joining Ukrainian
forces, ISIS flag in Donetsk
http://bit.ly/1WhFplT
proves that.

ukraina.ru

Repeating an older
disinformation with no
supporting evidence given.

09.02.2016

RUS

Russia did not start the war
against Ukraine.

http://bit.ly/1QfCrA0

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 01:35

Repeating an already debunked Pavel Spirin, former
disinformation.
journalist

RUS

This Week's Trend: The
West is cynical because it
doesn't condemn murders by
the Islamic State; or in
Ukraine; or in Kurdistan.

http://bit.ly/1odLbtG

Komsomolskaya
Pravda

Clear EU statements
Pavel Spirin, former
condemning killings in all these
journalist
places.

RUS, UKR

IMF: Ukraine’s military
industrial complex is on the
verge of ruin because
Ukraine’s leadership has
http://bit.ly/20Uzhqy
chosen to end cooperation
with the Russian Federation in
this area.

RIA Novosti and
The IMF report did not say that:
many others (see
StopFake.org
http://bit.ly/1VeYcyi
the Disproof column)

CZE

This Week's Trend: NATO is
an offensive organization
which is proved by Madeleine
Albright who said that Siberia http://bit.ly/1LpaeiS
holds too many natural
resources for just one
country’s use.

nwoo.org

09.-10.02.2016

09.-10.02.2016

09.02.2016

09.02.2016

09.02.2016

Igor Solovey, journalist,
expert of "Агентство
международных
исследований" (АМИ)

Repeating a disinformation that
has been debunked many
European values Thinktimes. Madeleine Albright never Tank
said that.
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ENG

Ukraine is a violent genocidal
regime which overthrew the
constitutional government of
http://bit.ly/20ViNP1
Ukraine, letting loose a horde
of armed extremist militia, and
murdering over 9,000 people.

russia-insider.com

Repeating older disinformation
that has been debunked many
times already.

Promote Ukraine NGO

10.02.2016

RUS, UKR

There were bandits with
weapons heading to Crimea
on trains with the aim of
http://bit.ly/1V8IwfJ
expelling the Russians, that's
why the referendum had to be
taken quickly.

Sergey Lavrov @
Moskovskyi
Komsomolec

No evidence given.

Dmytro Spivak,
Dragomanov University

10.02.2016

ENG

White House uses terrorism
as a major mechanism of its
foreign policy.

http://bit.ly/1PHrotO

Sputnik

No evidence given.

EEAS

RUS, UKR

The Malaysians know that it
was the Ukrainian President
who shot their plane down,
picture as a proof.

http://on.fb.me/20ZlD1Y

Sergey Markov @
Facebook

The picture is faked:
http://bit.ly/1LkY1M9

Andrii Lavreniuk,
UKRINFORM’s Staff
Correspondent in
Belgium

RUS

A delegation from the Israeli
Parliament lead by ex-Minister http://bit.ly/1mwMzXc //
Ya'akov Margi paid an official http://bit.ly/1PRjIJ2
visit to Crimea.

TASS // RG.ru

According to the official report
of Israeli parliament, Ya'akov
Margi did indeed travel to
Crimea, but his visit was
private: http://bit.ly/1oajcvG

Newsru.co.il

Komsomolskaya
Pravda

Distorted quotation from one of
the MH 17 reports. Peter
Omtzigt reacted: "Some
Russian media today seem to
think that Ukraine had BUK
systems in rebel held areas on
July 17th 2014. That must be
Pavel Spirin, former
impossible."
journalist // StopFake.org
http://bit.ly/1KQDiVu // There is
a lot of open source evidence
that the shot-down was carried
out by a Buk held by proRussian forces:
http://bit.ly/1VeCVoa

09.02.2016

10.02.2016

10.02.2016

10.02.2016

RUS

Only Ukraine was in
possession of the BUK that
shot down MH17 at the
http://bit.ly/1Loveq0
moment of the tragedy, Dutch
MP Peter Omtzigt quoted.
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RUS, UKR

This Week's Trend: The
Mejlis of Crimean Tatars
prepares a war in Crimea.

RUS

Head of the Odessa Regional
State Administration Mikhail
Saakashvili was sued for his
http://bit.ly/1SPtEWi
visit of the Anti Terrorist
Operation zone - says
spokesman of the ATO.

Novaya Gazeta and ATO spokesman denied he had
others (see the
ever made such a statement:
StopFake.org
Disproof column)
http://bit.ly/1TiaiaK

RUS, UKR

Because of anti-Russian
sanctions, Hungary has lost
billions of dollars.

http://forbes.ua/

Hungarian
There are no official numbers
Ambassador in the
that would prove such a
Ukrainian version of
statement.
Forbes.

EEAS

11.02.2016

RUS

The West prepares a coup in
Russia, intends to install
Alexei Kudrin as the new
Russian leader.

http://bit.ly/1Qe75DD

news-front.info

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

11.02.2016

RUS

Mikhail Khodorkovsky is
wanted by Interpol.

http://bit.ly/1QyUJqp //
and others (see the
Disproof column)

interfax.ru // and
others (see the
Disproof column)

It is not true:
http://bit.ly/1WjGJVs

The Interpreter // Leonid
Zubarev, former
journalist

11.02.2016

RUS

Smart people have already left
Ukraine. There is no
http://bit.ly/1PuBkcj
intelligence left.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 02:58
and 07:28

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

11.02.2016

RUS

Ukrainians and Russians are
one big nation. Ukrainians are
a part of Russian nation.
http://bit.ly/1PuBkcj
Ukraine and Russia is one
country.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 19:00
and 23:20

Ukrainians are not Russians,
they are a separate and
independent nation. Similarly,
Ukraine is a sovereign and
independent state.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

11.02.2016

RUS

In 2014, there was an armed
coup in Ukraine, there were no http://bit.ly/1PuBkcj
elections.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 28:00

Repeating an already debunked Pavel Spirin, former
disinformation.
journalist

ENG, CZE, HUN

This Week's Trend: US
bombed the city of Aleppo on
Wednesday 10th February,
shifted blame onto Moscow.

RT //
svobodnenoviny.eu
// Orosz Hírek

US military talked about a
different bombing incident, not
10th February:
http://bit.ly/1KOEZCS //
http://bit.ly/1ocn9zk

European Values ThinkTank // Alexey Kovalev,
NoodleRemover.news //
Political Capital Institute

HUN

Turkish intelligence is behind
the mass migration towards
Europe.

hidfo.ru

No evidence given. In fact,
Turkey asked NATO for help
regarding people-smugglers:
http://bbc.in/1QBqnDE

Political Capital Institute

10.02.2016

10.02.2016

11.02.2016

11.02.2016

11.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1XrWaw3

http://bit.ly/243q7ar //
http://bit.ly/1XrdcKP //
http://bit.ly/1Oaa9PY

http://bit.ly/1Qg0lW3

versia.ru

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist
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RUS

This Week's Trend: Erdogan
http://bit.ly/1KkaMvz
warned of possible start of
active operations in Syria.

lenta.ru and others
(see the Disproof
column)

In fact, President Erdogan was
not talking about military
actions in Syria, he addressed StopFake.org
the refugee problem:
http://bit.ly/1VfTeBk

RUS

The Russian world (Русский
мир) is an existing reality.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 02:53

The concept of the Russian
world has been developed and
used e.g. to justify military
aggression in Ukraine.

RUS

This Week's Trend: Norway
passed a law that children
from 7 to 17 years are free to http://bit.ly/1SNlwFC
decide themselves whether to
change their gender or not.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 04:03

A draft of the law would allow
the parents of children from
seven to 16 to apply for a
change in legal gender,
affecting everything from social
security numbers to passports. Pavel Spirin, former
Anyone aged 16 or above could journalist
apply themselves. The proposal
only affects legal documents surgery can only be performed
on those aged 18 or above:
http://reut.rs/1XqeWnr

12.02.2016

RUS

This Week's Trend: All those
unnatural laws, that
legalization of tolerance - that http://bit.ly/1SNlwFC
is a major attack on
Christianity.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 04:36

No evidence given. One of the
corner stones of Christianity is
tolerance.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

12.02.2016

RUS

This Week's Trend: Western
civilization often tries to deny
http://bit.ly/1SNlwFC
Russian civilization's right to
exist.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 18:08

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

RUS

This Week's Trend: People
who cut off heads of
Christians in the Middle East
destroy Christians visibly,
physically. And the people
who implement gay parades,
they destroy Christian values
much stronger and more
consistently.

Vremya Pokazhet,
Pervyi kanal, 20:50

This is an absurd proposition.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

11.02.2016

12.02.2016

12.02.2016

12.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1SNlwFC

http://bit.ly/1SNlwFC

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist
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RUS

This Week's Trend: Pope
Francis II recognizes the
Russian Orthodox Church as
an enemy.

http://bit.ly/1oAftHE

Bolshinstvo. NTV,
0:00

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

RUS

This Week's Trend: The
European Parliament
promotes gay movement in
Europe and tries to eliminate
the male and female identity,
in particular in France.

http://bit.ly/1oAftHE

Bolshinstvo. NTV,
9:04

No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

12.02.2016

RUS

While speaking about Russian
bombing’s atrocities in Syria,
Angela Merkel is either
http://bit.ly/1oAftHE
deliberately lying, or she is
ignorant, or she is trying to put
pressure on Russia.

Bolshinstvo. NTV,
35:20

The fact that Russia bombs
Pavel Spirin, former
also civilians in Syria has been
journalist
proved many times.

12.02.2016

RUS

Russia has brought peace in
Syria.

Bolshinstvo. NTV,
37:00

Sadly, there is no peace in
Syria.

RUS, UKR

This Week's Trend: Drunken
Poroshenko gave Russia ten http://bit.ly/1LoDyGr //
http://bit.ly/1KPKK3e
days before he invades
Russia.

ua-vestnik.com //
sminews.com

No evidence given. The article
talks about Ukrainian territories Kateryna Kruk, political
(Luhansk, Donetsk, Crimea),
scientist
not about Russia.

13.02.2016

ENG

This Week's Trend: USA are
seeking an all-out war with
http://bit.ly/1TicOxw
Russia, they use the war in
Syria for that.

russia-insider.com

No evidence given.

Promote Ukraine NGO

13.02.2016

ENG

This Week's Trend: NATO is
http://bit.ly/1Qgsu5m
an insanity that’s driving the
world toward World War III.

globalresearch.ca

No evidence given.

Promote Ukraine NGO

12.02.2016

12.02.2016

13.02.2016

http://bit.ly/1oAftHE
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Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

